
Pis'ma v ZhETF, vol. 94, iss. 6, pp. 481 { 485 c 2011 September 25Thermoelectric properties of the interacting two dimensional electrongas in the di�usion regimeV.T.Dolgopolov+, A.Gold��+Institute of Solid State Physics RAD, 142432 Chernogolovka, Russia�Centre d'Elaboration de Materiaux et d'Etudes Structurales (CEMES/CNRS)�Universit Paul Sabatier, 31055 Toulouse, FranceSubmitted 5 July 2011Resubmitted 28 July 2011We demonstrate that kinetic coe�cients related to thermoelectric properties of the two dimensional electrongas in the di�usive regime are strongly inuenced by electron-electron interaction. As an example we considerthe thermoelectric coe�cients of the diluted two-dimensional electron gas in Si(100) MOSFET's in the presenceof charged-impurity scattering. We �nd that the screening anomaly at q = 2kF, also responsible for Friedel os-cillations, leads at low electron densities to a large change in the thermoelectric coe�cient for the thermopower.Since a long time thermoelectric e�ects in metals areconsidered in textbooks, see for instance the book byAshcroft and Mermin [1]. Nevertheless, all known re-sults of explicit calculations for two dimensional met-als are made within the random-phase approximationand are, therefore, only valid for weak electron-electroninteraction, which means for very high electron densi-ties [2]. In a number of publications [3{7] the attemptwas made to describe real experiments and these resultswere extrapolated down to low electron density wherethe Coulomb interaction is strong. We argue in this pa-per that an important term for the calculation of thermo-electric coe�cients was neglected in this extrapolation.The present calculation demonstrates that the inter-action leads to a strong change in the kinetic charac-teristics of the two dimensional electron gas, such thatall textbook predictions for the Seebeck and the Peltiere�ect became invalid in the limit of low electron den-sities. From experiment [8{10] and the theory [11{13]it is well known that electron-electron interaction is theorigin of a signi�cant change in the electron dispersionlaw. The inuence of interaction on kinetic coe�cientsis an additional e�ect which is not related to a changeof the dispersion law of electrons.The presence of temperature T and electric poten-tial gradients (electric �eld E) in the metallic system isaccompanied by the ow of an electric current I and aheat current J: I = L11E+ L12(�rT );J = L21E+ L22(�rT );L21 = TL12: (1)

In the heat transfer phonons prevail at high tem-peratures and thermoelectric e�ects are caused by theelectron-phonon interaction. In the low temperaturelimit electrons give the main contribution to the heatow and the thermoelectric e�ects at low temperaturesare caused by the di�usion of electrons.Below we discuss thermoelectric e�ects due to dif-fusion in the two dimensional electron gas in the pres-ence of electron-electron interaction. At low electrondensities n the interaction e�ects become very large.In the best two dimensional electron systems [14] thevalue of dimensionless Wigner{Seitz parameter rs == 1=(�na2B)1=2, describing the importance of the inter-action e�ects, is about 10. Here aB is the e�ective Bohrradius.Parameter rs = 10 means that the potential en-ergy exceeds the Fermi energy (kinetic energy) by aboutone order of magnitude. Recently very clear expressedevidences of the strong electron-electron interactionwere experimentally observed in Si-MOSFETs (see e.g.Refs. [8{10]). Having this fact in mind we will applyour consideration to (100) Si-MOSFET with high mo-bility. Of course our results will be valid for other twodimensional electron and hole system.To the best of our knowledge thermopower calcu-lations in the low density range with strong electron-electron interaction were never realized, despite the factthat the experimental activity in two-dimensional elec-tron systems is directed in lowering the electron density.We restrict our consideration to the region of low elec-tron densities, where the system is still chacterized by ametallic conductivity � � e2=h. We consider a simple8 �¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 94 ¢»¯. 5 { 6 2011 481



482 V.T.Dolgopolov, A.Goldmodel of a two-dimensional electron system in the metal-lic regime and we use the relaxation-time approximation.A gas of Landau quasiparticles has, renormalized by in-teraction e�ects, a mass m and a thermodynamic den-sity of states �F [15]. In our calculation the heat transferdue to the contribution of low energy collective modes[16] is neglected. Having in mind a low electron densitysystem we suppose charged-impurity scattering by im-purities randomly distributed at the Si=SiO2 interfacewith an impurity concentration ni. The extension ef-fects of the electron wave function into the silicon are de-scribed by the formfactor Fi(q) for the electron-impurityinteraction and by F (q) for the electron-electron inter-action.The appearance of thermoelectric e�ects is causedby the fact that the di�usion coe�cient near the Fermilevel is a function of the energy. A temperature gradientproduces two di�usion streams of electrons: \cold" elec-trons moves along the temperature gradient and \hot"ones in the opposite direction. If the di�usion coe�-cient is independent of energy, charge transfer is absent.In the case of an energy independent transport scatter-ing time the di�usion coe�cient increases with energy,which leads to a charge ow opposite to the tempera-ture gradient, i.e., to the appearance of a charge owtypical for ideal electron system. The contribution froman energy dependent transport scattering time should beadded to this term.For a strong electron-electron interaction the screen-ing function and the transport scattering time show a pe-culiar behavior at the Fermi energy. Scattering processesfor electrons below and above the Fermi level are dif-ferent due to the di�erence in the screening properties[17, 18] which can be also interpreted as additional scat-tering due to Friedel oscillations for high energy elec-trons [19]. On the �rst glance this peculiar behaviorof the screening function gives only small contributionsto the transport scattering time and can be omittedfor zero temperature [17, 18]. However, the contribu-tion to the energy dependence of the di�usion coe�-cient has the same order of magnitude as other termsand is therefore very important. This e�ect was neverconsidered in the past and will be shown in the follow-ing.Below we show that the \ideal electron system" con-tribution to the energy dependence of the di�usion coef-�cient for a strong electron-electron interaction is com-pensated in part by the energy dependence of the trans-port scattering time. As a result the Seebeck e�ect andPeltier e�ect at low electron densities are expected tobe signi�cantly smaller than those for a non-interactingelectron gas and even might change the sign [20].

Thermoelectric coe�cients are sensitive to the en-ergy dependence of the transport scattering time andare equal toL12d =L21dT = gve2�2 ZZ vkvk�0(")"� "FT dSjvkj ��@f0@" � d";(2)where vk is the electron velocity, dS = jkjd�, f0 is theFermi{Dirac distribution function, and gv is the valleydegeneracy.The transport scattering time �0(") for a particleof energy " in lowest order of the random potentialhjU(q)j2i is given by [17, 21]1�0(") = 12�~" Z 2k0 dq q2(4k2 � q2)1=2 hjU(q)j2i�(q)2 ; (3)where hjU(q)j2i = niV (q)2Fi(q)2 with V (q) = 2�e2=�Lq,and �L = 12 (�sc + �ins) is the dielectric constant of thebackground material [21].For a non-interacting electron gas with a short-rangerandom potential as disorder the time �0 is independentof energy and only the \ideal electron system" contribu-tion to the thermoelectric coe�cients exists. In this casethe thermopower is given by the well known expressionSd0 = �L12L11 = �L12�0 = ��gvk2BmT3en ; kBT � "F: (4)Here m is e�ective electron mass.With the aim to take into account the screening ofimpurities and especially the anomalous screening forq > 2kF we write�(q) = �1(q)�1� V (q)[1�G(q)]�FF (q)�1(q)�1� 4k2Fq2 �1=2�(q2 � 4k2F)) ; (5)where �(q) is the screeing function of the two dimensionalelectron system, G(q) describes the local-�eld correctionfor exchange and correlations e�ects not taken into ac-count in the random-phase approximation [22], �(x) isthe step function with �(x) = 1 for x � 0 and �(x) = 0for x < 0, �1(q) is de�ned by�1(q) = 1 + V (q)F (q)[1�G(q)]�F: (6)We use for the explicit calculation the local-�eldcorrections in the Hubbard (H) approximation G(q) == GH(q) where an analytical expression is available asGH(q) = 12gv q(q2 + k2F)1=2 : (7)�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 94 ¢»¯. 5 { 6 2011



Thermoelectric properties of the interacting two dimensional electron gas in the di�usion regime 483For Si(100) MOSFET structures the valley degener-acy factor is gv = 2.With Eqs. (5), (6) we can write inverse transportscattering time as1�0(") = 1�0("F) + 1�1(") : (8)For low temperatures only terms proportional to ("�� "F)="F need to be taken into account in the energydevelopment of the transport scattering time in Eq. (8).Only these terms will be important for the calculationof Lij for low temperatures.We evaluate the energy independent part as1�0("F) ' 4m�~3 hjU(2kF)j2i[�1(2kF)]2 Z 10 x2dx(1� x2)1=2 == m~3 hjU(2kF)j2i[�1(2kF)]2 : (9)The contributions to 1=�1(") consist of two terms:1�1(")'("� "F)m~3 @@" �hjU(2k)j2i[�1(2k)]2 �"="F+"� "F"F 2m~3�("�"F)V (2kF)F (2kF)[1�G(2kF)]�F hjU(2kF)j2i�31(2kF) :(10)As we will see, the �rst is the regular term of the ex-pansion and gives only a small contribution to thermo-electric coe�cients at low electron densities. More im-portant is the second non-analytic term in the energyexpansion of the transport scattering time.From Eq. (9) and Eq. (10) it follows1�1(") = 1�0("F) "� "F"F [B("F) + 2C("F)�("� "F)];(11)where B("F) = B1("F) + B2 is the sum of two terms.One of the terms in square brackets describes the con-tribution of form factors and is equal toB1("F) = 18(15� 33�ins�sc )kFb � 1�1(2kF) ; (12)where b = (48�m?e2N�=�sc)1=3, N� = Ndepl+ 1132n, andkF =b� 1.The second term B2 is caused by the local-�eld cor-rection and is independent of electron density and equalto B2 ' 153=2gv � 5 : (13)

For gv = 2 we have B2 ' 0:06 and for gv = 1 we haveB2 ' 0:16. The function C("F) is expressed by:C("F) ' 1� 1�1(2kF) : (14)This C("F) term describes the non-analytical behaviorof the energy expansion of the transport scattering timeand will be the origin of anomalous temperature depen-dencies. The transport scattering time is then given by�0(")=�0("F )�1� "� "F"F [B("F) + 2C("F)�("� "F)]� :(15)After substitution of Eq. (15) into Eq. (2) we obtainthe �nal result for gv = 2L12d ' ��0:06 + 2�1(2kF)��15� 33�ins=�sc8 kFb � �e�0("F)3 k2BT: (16)Note that the \ideal electron system" contribution andthe main term in the non-analytical energy dependenceof the transport scattering time cancel each other. Inthe limit of very small electron density Eq. (16) readsL12d ' 2664�0:06 + 2gvrs mmb �gv2 �1=2�1� 0:45gv ���0:47�kFb �� �e�0("F)3 k2BT: (17)Here e�ective mass m is renormalized by interaction ef-fects and mb is the value for the band mass.Eqs. (16), (17) show us that within the accuracy ofour calculations the di�usion thermoelectric coe�cientsin the regime of strong electron-electron interaction aresigni�cantly lower than the values expected for the caseof a normal metal with weak interaction. A similar be-havior is observed in experiment [23]. Moreover, thereis a contribution which leads to the sign change of thethermoelectric coe�cient L12d at very low electron den-sities, reachable in remote doped Si/SiGe heterostruc-tures, where the Coulomb interaction is strong.In our model the thermopower at low temperaturesis given by the following expressionSd = ��2k2BT3e"F [1�B("F)� C("F)]; kBT � "F: (18)It clearly shows the importance of the Coulomb interac-tion by the factor C("F) containing explicitly and in ana-lytical form the interaction potential including exchange�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 94 ¢»¯. 5 { 6 2011 8�



484 V.T.Dolgopolov, A.Goldand correlation. The appearance of this factor C("F) inthe formula for the thermoelectric power of an interact-ing 2DEG is the new result of our paper. This factordoes not appear in three-dimensional systems becausethere the non-analytical term in the scattering time ismuch smaller. But we expect that a similar term shouldexist in the one-dimensional interacting electron gas.The parameter B("F) also can be written asB("F) = � "F�0("F) �d�0(")d" �"="�F : (19)We stress that the derivative must be taken at an en-ergy from below the Fermi energy " = "�F in order toavoid the non-analytic behavior of the transport scatter-ing time. This term B("F) is in agreement with earlierresults on the thermopower [3{5, 7].For (100)Si MOSFET systems with intermediateelectron density (3�10) �1011 cm�2 we evaluate the ther-mopower asSd ' �r2sa2Bm3e~2 k2BT �1:3 mbmrs � 0:47kFb � 0:06� : (20)It is interesting to compare Eq. (20) and Eq. (4). At lowdensity (rs � 1) the absolute value of thermopower isstrongly decreased and the dependence on the electrondensity is expected to be rather weak, because Sd / rs.Until now we have discussed only the low tempera-ture behavior of the thermoelectric coe�cients. In exper-iment the temperature interval for the di�usion regimeconventionally is de�ned as the interval in which thethermopower is proportional to the temperature. Forthe thermopower in the di�usive regime we get lin-ear corrections, which are anomalous due to the anom-alous screening in two dimensions. We conclude thatSd=T = c1 + c2T ; c1 was calculated in the present pa-per.For more realistic calculations and the comparisonwith real experimental results one needs all disorder pa-rameters such as the density of impurities, the parame-ters for the interface-roughness scattering and a realisticform of con�nement potential (depletion density) [24].Moreover, for the comparison between theory and exper-iment it would be useful to measure for the same sampleas function of density and temperature the conductivityand the thermopower.The main message of our calculation consist in theresult that the anomalous screening in two dimensionshas a much larger impact for the Seebeck and the Peltiere�ect than on the conductivity. The e�ect is such largethat at low carrier density all calculations, not takinginto account this contribution, are unable to predict cor-rectly even the order of magnitude for the Seebeck and
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